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War as Orgia
?Mishima Yukio’s Apocalyptic Experience
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
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? Philosophical Diary and The Middle Ages  are the works which were produced against the 
background of the continuous wars fought during the Japanese Middle Ages. They are recognized as 
the most representative works that Mishima Yukio produced during the later stages of The Second 
World War. During this period, Mishima’s departure from Japanese Romanticism (Nihon-Roman-
Ha) freed him to develop his own style, which is evident in his post-war works. Despite widespread 
recognition as two of Mishima’s most important achievements in literature, these two works have yet 
to be fully discussed. 
 This thesis links both Philosophical Diary and The Middle Ages  to Mishima’s understandings 
of Nietzsche, with the aim of gaining insight into the meaning of “the sidedness” (Shigan) which is 
revealed in the above mentioned two literature works. The analysis includes Mishima’s perspectives 
regarding the ‘lust for destruction’ which is generated from ‘the will to live’ (Sei no ishiki kara 
umareta hakkaiyoku), his assertion that selﬂ ess input makes it possible for the body to feel inﬁ niteness 
(Bōgatekitekiranbu ni yotte mugen ō kanjitoru karada), and his enthusiasm for devoting festival time 
to the moment of reality (Shukusaina jikan ni konji heno tōshin).  
 Mishima was deeply affected by Niche’s depiction of Dionysus just before the war came 
to the end, therefore this period for Mishima is viewed as his orgia period. Mishima’s perspectives 
regarding “the other sidedness” (Higan) and his exaltation of his teenage time has been dragged into 
“the sidedness” (Shigan) with the embodiment of the ﬂ eshliness. When the descriptions of Dionysus 
were inserted into Mishima’s literature works, this paved the way for post-war classical literature.
